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Covenant - (Bloodvenant) Lyrics - (Extra thoughts in Parenthesis) 

 

Hook: 
 
Covenant, Bloodvenant, Covenant, Spirit Rhymes Cool (4 times) 
 
Verse: 
 
Hip Hop "Little Stereos" Rhymes Art School 
History higher calling life message smart too 
Motivate Special Self every heart Artful 
Rhyme sketch cash rules a la vez write cool 
 
Try ta stay Blessed keep a pop in our step 
Like Doc said got a life of Rhymes to express 
Giving / thanks Yes Word Bond love to confess 
Spirit / built for it yours mine shine the respect 
 
Mutual identity Rhyme Father miracles 
Balancing together always near with the lyricals 
Spirit love true God living new spirituals 
Wonder Twin power healthy mysticism Biblical 
 
Thanks Team making sense the story in your own way 
Every Special has a thought Spirit truth one day 
Always hope wellness stay safe chill fun play 
Nice n' easy sense of humor Veteran We peace pray 
 
 

Hook: 
 
Covenant, Bloodvenant, Covenant, Spirit Rhymes Cool (4 times) 
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Verse:  
 
Team One prayer blessing to the present in the moment 
Special souls everybody given you're a chosen  
chillin /  
G.O.D. L.O.V.E. Alpha - Mega Bro-win 
Rhyme / Fathers Slow n' easy steady stable breezy flowin 
 
Work together Alpha-Boog times often difficult 
Motivation with the calm down flow Spiritual 
Easy on the coffee, maybe tea better physical 
Have a voice peace, love, joy very purposeful 
 
Careful ventriloquism it's okay to just be 
Yes a reading from us well oblivion it must see 
People like market flows naturally family 
Sleep regimes never knew God Democracy 
 
We were really great spirit all within the story 
Strong to/gether Love lotta a’ work patient with the glory 
Honest/ly a testimony really Spirit no ignoring 
We be /G respect One Love 50, 20, 40 
 
Sometimes someone who been with us here a long time 
Maybe having challenges a situation yours mine 
Channeling is naturally Liberal with one mind 
We find deliberately a force very unkind (two forces at work in the Universe 
- Love or destruction) 
 
Best interview flow my opinion GGN 
For the politics it was Real Time Special Kin 
Different ways to express collectively we win 
Keep / keepin on supercharge a la vez Brethren 
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Hook: 
 
Covenant, Bloodvenant, Covenant, Spirit Rhymes Cool (4 times) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outro: 

 
Peace to the "Happy Tea" People. We're learning about what's good in the 
world. The Wellness community loves you. Giving thanks for "Comparison 
is a thief of joy". We appreciate your thoughts. We realized that there's lots 
of barriers to entry in the businesses across the globe, and we all help each 
other. Every effort counts. Whistle while we work. Peace to "Harbottle-Dorr 
and "Fulton-owsler" (Basically the People who care about stories and value 
sharing honest History). The spirit of reading stories and books are our 
friends. We agree what the "great again" destructive mass movement 
needs is to learn about public service. Maybe start with local government. 
We learned in Eric Hoffer's book, The True Believer, that philosophy meets 
the argument underneath every one of us, instead of bickering on the 
surface, in a sleeper-loop mindset. It irrigates the confusion, and brings 
peace. In psychology, 'Denial' is what's called a "coping mechanism", 
whether it's substance abuse or a cult addiction...For example trying to say 
that an insurrection wasn't an insurrection, is like an addict with excuses. 
As the saying goes, “you can't kid a kidder”. So, let's pray for the spirit of 
peace, and truth to cover the earth. God bless. Giving thanks for "Dolphins 
love those ocean waves". A mixed economy is balanced and "reality tends 
to have a liberal bias". And here's to public service minded national 
leadership across Nations. Stop the war. Rebuild the villages, concert halls, 
and stadiums. And good news, trading is not only for geniuses. "Straight 
through the book".  Psalms 45:7. We love peace and righteousness, and 
reject wickedness. God bless. Here's to the future of the bloodstory 
miracle. One love. Peace.  
 

 


